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Lt. Col. Francisco de 
Melo Palheta

“A military raid that made 
coffee the most traded 
commodity in the world…” 

 


Lt. Col. Francisco de Melo Palheta… 

The success of coffee in the French Antilles did 
not go unnoticed and the Portuguese Empire 
quickly recognised the potential of coffee.


Vexed at the success, and revenues, enjoyed by 
the French, the Portuguese were keen to start 
producing coffee themselves in their Colonies.


Coffee had moved into French Guiana, a 
Frenchman had given some seeds to the 
Governor of Cayenne, who sowed them in the 
orchard of his residence, and it was a time when 
the Dutch and French were arguing over territory 
along the river Oiapoque. 


The Portuguese saw an opportunity and sent Lt. 
Colonel Francisco de Melo Palheta to enforce the 
Oiapoque River frontier (agreed during the Treaty 
of Utrecht between the Dutch and the French). 
This was actually just a cover for his true mission 
of raiding Cayenne and securing coffee plants to 
be grown in Brazil. 


Rumour has it Palheta, in true spy story style, 
seduced the Governor of Cayenne's wife to 
secretly obtain the coveted seedlings while also 
fulfilling his task of enforcing the Utrecht Treaty. 


He returned to Brazil a hero and planted the 
seedlings. The success of Palheta led to a 
proliferation of coffee throughout Brazil and 
within 80 years, coffee was abundantly traded, 
no longer a drink for the elite, coffee became the 
worlds largest traded commodity. 


Only oil has since superseded coffee on the 
commodity markets. Today Coffee remains the 
second largest commodity trade and is enjoyed 
by millions every day. The journey may have 
taken a thousand years but, over that time, 
coffee plants have undergone a number of 
transformations as farmers have cross bred and 
developed hybrids most suitable for the climatic 
and soil conditions of their regions. Today we can 
enjoy a vast array of coffee tastes and none 
better than the high altitude, small batch, 
Specialty Arabica's.
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